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Editorial. 
WE can not .end.orse some rather popular notions in reference to teachmg III graded schools. We do not believe the 
matter taught to be subordinate to the manner in which it in 
either taught or learn ~d. Manner is transient and ep hemeral. 
It is the creature of moods, of circumstances, of associations. 
The country boy, no matter how unfashionable his clothing, how 
modest his demeanor, or how awkward his movements, if he has 
been taught substantial matter, will soon acquire all the manner 
requisite to secure success. Not that an exemplary deportment 
is not desirable, but· that any considerable sacrifice of scholar-
ship for its sake is utterly unwise. 
We have a great distrust of "lightning" processes. The at-
tempt to accomplish thorough and extensive work in arithmetic 
for instance, by such process, is apt in the case of the average 
teacher, to 'be attended with too many cases of failur.e. Anyap-
proach ·to universal success requires careful repetition, and often 
slow, sympathetic, individual work. It is said that children 
must creep before they walk, and any pedagogical process or 
rec.ommendation that fails to contemplate and provide for the 
creeping stage in each topic, if not in each grade, needs recon-
sideration and amendment . The" lightning" work is well . 
enough in its place, and ability to perform it may be acquired 
and profitably cultivated after the slower a~d more essential pre-
liminary work is done. But the teacher who, through fondness for 
"lightning" work, discourages or goes beyond the capacity of 
any considerable number of pupils, assumes and become 
properly chargeable with a very grave responsibility. 
We are disposed to look with disfavor on all efforts to discour-
age the proper examination of pupils for promotion from grade 
to grade. As a matter of justice and policy, no pupil should pass 
from one grade.to another without a fair, honest, and intelligent 
individual examination . Not that pupils should be retained' on 
work already mastered until the arrival of a stated time for ex-
amination j but there si10uld be in . every school an examining 
authority, whose business and duty should be to provide for such 
examinations whenever needed. This is, or should be, the chief 
work of the principal of every graded school of seven or eight 
hundred pupils. We believe there is no expedient by which 
more permanent good can be done to the schools than by the ex-
altation of this function in the principal or other examining! au-
thority. W. 
A pleasant half-hour was occupied by Assistant Superintel1dent 
Doty, Chicago, at the last institute in a didactic address to the teach-
ers upon the aim and spirit of their work. The following is an 
imperfect summary: Life is a struggle. This struggle is more 
intense in cities than in the country. The tendency of the day 
is toward condensation of population in cities. This is shown 
by statistics. The rapid and intense activity of modern city 
life imposes the necessity on city men of doing two days' work 
in one, so to speak. This imposes, notwithstanding her numer-
ous limitations, peculiar and grave duties and responsibilities 
upon the teacher. The tendency is to give too much attention 
to the matter taught, and not enough to the manner. Examin-
ations, and especially the habit of regarding them as ends in-
stead of means, had some bad effects. Useful lessons could be 
learned by an examination and study of the principles, prac-
t:ces, and modes of motion, which prevail and are required in 
large and well ·ordered mercantile and manufacturing institu-
tions. The promptness, obedience, and celerity of their em-
ployes are noticeable and suggestive. The complicated methods 
and slow processes of the past will not answer for the present, 
and will place pupils subjected to them at a great disadvantage 
in a future which is to be characterized by an exaggeration of 
.all the peculiarities which distinguish the present from the past. 
Teachers contemplating the methods, the traditions; and the ac-
complishments of the past, should recognize their insufficiency 
for the present, and should strive earnestly to realize the import-
ance of educating for NOW. There was no danger of over-edu-
cation. Editorial, gubernatorial, and other fears and:solicitude, 
as expressed in many recent deliverances, lest the great army of 
dunces, dolts, and incompetents should become extinct through 
the operation of the schools, were not so well founded as to oc-
casion any serious alarm. The national necessities must be pro-
vided for in the schools. Mere individual or c1a.<;s necessities or 
absence of necessities cannot govern, and must be ignored. 
Mr. Doty spoke briefly in reference to matters of instruction, 
referring more particularly to the subject of composition. He 
urged under this head .the importance of doing something, no 
matter how, little, every day. The only way to secure a mastery 
of language was to use it. Reproduction of the substance of 
matter read, on the day following the reading, was recommendetl. 
for the lower grades, and the assignment of subjects for study, 
investigation and reports for the upper. Frequent and judi-
cious discussion of these reports thus prepared would unconscious-
ly betray pupils into the habit of public speaking. By culti-
vating and requiring promptness in these and all other exer-
cises, valuable moral instruction would be conveyed, and pupils 
come under a very effective moral influence. Mr. Doty closed 
by urging upon teachers that "what the pupil grows to be 
is of more consequence than what he lives to know." I w. 
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It is an encouraging feature of modern education that there 
i!i less conformity to the old text-book style of instruct ion, and 
more of the real object teaching in the schools ; that although 
the board of education may specify just the text-books, and ex-
actly the pages of the text-books which are to be studied each 
term, yet the live teacher weaves into his daily instructioll many 
useful lessons on the thousand of subjects, or objects, which are 
afforded by nature and society. It is not enough that a child is 
taught how to call the letters of the alphabet-to read, write, 
and cipher. These are desirable and necessary qualifications for 
entrance upon a successful career in life. But after these comes 
a knowledge of the things about us, if we would not stumble 
thr.ough this world like a blind man. The study of natural his-
tory, of physics, or natural philosophy-indeed, the general study 
of all material things is one of the most essential of all studies 
for the boy or girl who seeks to enter into mature life well in-
formed and prepared to make a wise use of the material which 
nature has furnished for his happiness and accommodation. At 
the same time, the~efore, that he is prosecuting the study of 
mathematics and language, and perhaps even in advance of 
these, he should ~e gaining information respecting the material 
things-the things which he must handle, and the beings which 
move about him in the world, and which claim, each for him-
self, individual rights and privileges. W. 
Atameetingofthe Chicago Board of Education held on the even-
ing of April 26th a resolution was passed in favor of suspending 
the normal department of the High School for the present. The 
action is sought to be justified on the ground that there is at 
the present time, and for more than a year past has been, an ex-
cess of applicants for positions in the schools. Since the com-
mencement of the reign of "Hard Times," the number of 
resignations has been comparatively few, while the number of 
young ladies anxious to do something in the way of helping the 
folks at home by preparing themselves to teach at the Normal 
School has been unprecedentedly large. As a consequence, 
there are now waiting for situations as teachers, sixty-five nor-
mal graduates. A class of ninety-three will be graduated in 
June, and there will be therefore 15,8 more teachers than places 
at the opening of ~chool in September next. The suspension is 
understood to have been recommended by the Superintendent of 
Schools, who expects a reorganization on a better basis as soon 
as the need becomes apparent. W. 
In view of the many attacks made upon the publishing fra-
ternity recently, it has come to be an open question whether or 
not publishers or booksellers have any rights which the rest of 
mankind are bound to respect. We apprehend, notwithstand-
ing all the assaults, direct or by innunendo, which have been 
made on these classes, that a strict and impartial investigation 
, of all the facts will show that no publisher or bookseller has 
grown suddenly or inordinately wealthy, and that publishing 
houses, taking into account the amount of capital invested, do 
not make as great profits as houses or firms in other business. 
The assumption that school-book publishers are a set of shoddy 
upstarts going about the country puffed up with suddenly ac-
quired and ill-gotten gains, with which they seek to corrupt 
legislators and school officers is entirely gratuitous and utterly 
slanderous. Fair play is a jewel! W. 
The Wisconsin Superintendent of Public Instruction has pre-
sented to the country a valuable and very suggestive account of 
the recent abortive ., text-book conspiracy" of that state in 
the current issue of the Wisconsin Journal of Education. As 
elucidating and explaining the tactics ancl inspiration of a very 
numerous class of "statesmen" of this day and generation, it 
is commended as a very instructive piece of reading. While, 
perhaps, the minglitlg of educational men in the ordinary parti-
san political discussions of the day is to be deprecated, Wiscon-
sin is to be congratulated that in an emergency so momentous 
as that of last winter her Superintendent did stand as "a dumb 
dog Qn the watch towers of Israel. " 
One of the conspiring Madison newspapers treats Superinten-
dent Searing's article on the defunct plot quite cavalierly. The 
enterprising triumvirate of Madison editors who were so solicit-
ous that the' "people" should not be "robbed" (by legiti-
mate booksellers) will all agree that the article in quest ion is 
-' in bad taste," that its list of "alleged facts" is not" entire-
ly such," and that Edward Searing is " unfortunately Superin-
tendent of Public In;;truction." W. 
READING IN GRADED SCHOOLS. 
TH E art of reading readily and.intelligently the curre~tlitera­ture of the day may 'be acqutred by the average pllpii before 
the age of ten years, and should be acquired · by all before the 
age of twelve. Any result short of this is a comparat ive failure. 
This art can be quickly acquired only by daily practi ce upon 
new matter. While it is necessary to spend a portion ot;: the 
time allotted to reading in our schools in teaching the elocution-
ary part, this finishing process is unimportant, until the art of 
calling words at sight has been, in a great measure, mastered. 
In music, many a fond mother rests satisfied if her darling 
Anna Maria can perform a few pieces of plain composition for 
the entertainment of those of equal acquirements; bllt in read-
ing we cannot learn the newspaper of to-day to repeat to-mor-
row or next week, without running a risk of being considered 
"behind the times." We lUust be able to read understandingly, 
at sight, the new monthly, weekly, daily, and we might say hourly 
publications. As well learn swimming without water as depend 
upon any theory of learning to read without daily practice. This 
practice should commence at an early age, and continue until 
the eye takes in at a glance a line or a sentence before a word is 
spoken. 
The great work of learning to read, or rather the great amount 
of time necessary to a<;quire this art, is not fully compr~hended 
by many teachers. Consequently we find pupils ten and twelve 
years of age spelling out many of the words in an ordinary read-
ing lesson. 
One reason why this matter of learning to read in childhood 
is of such vast importance is, that those who cannot read well in 
early life rarely, if ever, learn the art. A poor reader at twenty-
five years of age is a poor reader at fifty, although reading hours 
daily during the whole time. Elocution, when not a natural gift , 
may be acquired after the usual school years, but not the faculty 
of calling words at sight, at least as a general rule. This is 
as much a matter for childhood as learning to talk. 
In our graded schools of large towns and cities, ~here there 
are several wards or school districts, let the reading books for the 
primary grades be owned by the boards of education; let each 
ward or school district have a different reading book, and as soon 
as one book is finished, let the classes change with others of the 
same grade. In this way a class has the advantage of a half. 
dozen (more or less) reading books each term, and it will be 
found that a renewed interest will be manifested with the advent 
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of each new reader, and the progress will be proportioned to the 
amount of new reading matter furnished. Also additional read-
'ing matter like the St. Nicholas, or Youtlt's Companion, or better 
still, books prepared especially for the purpose of supplementing 
the regular readers, can be furnished by the boards at trifling ex-
pense, and changed from class to class. For every penny ex-
pended in this way pounds' value in time will be saved to the 
children, and an interest aroused and maintained that will not 
stop with reading, but extend to other branches. 
Results are demanded corresponding in some degree with the 
enormous outlay for gratuitous education. Everything which 
promotes the efficiency of our schools, and every dollar expended 
in that direction, is a guarantee of the permanence not only of our 
free school system, but of our system of free government. W. 
THE STUDY OF THE FRENCH LANGUAGE. 
I11.-THE VERBS. 
Prof. ALFRED HENNEQUIN, Universitj! of Michigan. 
IN a former number of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY* I endeavored to point out one of the most neglected features in the " French Courses" 
published in this country. I now propose to show that, owing to a great lack 
of system, the most important portion of the French grammar has wrongly been 
called the most difficult. It is almost needless to say that I refer to the verbs 
of the language. 
If we consult the "Dictionnaire de I' Academie," we find that the French 
language contains 4,000 simple verbs, i. e., verbs formed without the help of 
certain Latin and French prefixes. For in,tance, the verb fail'e, to do, is a 
simple verb; but those belonging to the same class, i. e., contrefaire, defaire, 
mefaire, refaire, satisfaire, surJaire, are compounded verbs. 
In the same manner as certain verbs are formed from substantives in Latin 
(qzeerelare from querela), the French language form~ new verbs from French , 
substantives, adjectives, or verbs already existing. Example: c!umi .. , p1th ; 
cheminer, to advance; gros, large; grossir, to become hrge; chaltta, to 
sing; chaltton .. er, to hum. 
If we now add to the above 4,000 verbs, those that can be formed' from 
nouns, adjectives, and verbs, and those formed by the help of Latin and 
_ French prefixes, we find that the language n)ay be said , to have over 10,000 
verbs, which can be classified as follows ; 6,000 compounded verbs on the 
one hand, belonging mostly to the fir;t and second conjugations; and 3,600 
simple verbs belonging to the first conjugation; 358 belonging to the sec. 
ond conjugation; 10 belonging to the third conjugation; 50 belonging 
to the fourth conjugation. Thus making on the other hand the 4,000 simple 
verbs. 
Two verbs of the language are called auxiliaries, and are used to form 
some of the tenses of all the others. The, renllinder art: called ,'eglilar, i; -
regular, and defective verbs. The auxiliaries, though irregular, should be 
considered as forming a separate. class, and should be treated differently from 
the other irregular verbs. 
The study oi the verbs should he undertaken as soon as the pronunciation 
has been mastered. The student should first learn the ,Prumt Illdi,'ative, 
the Imperative, and the P,'esmt Subjultctive of both avoir and etre, This 
portion of the grammar should be recited in connection with the" Lesson" at 
the beginning of the" Course." As soon as the above five tenses of avoir 
and nrc are known, the remainder of the above verbs should be acquired for 
the following lesson. The student, however, should not be expected to com-
mit to memory the twenty·four tenses needed to complete the two auxiliary 
verbs. His attention should be drawn to the points common to both of them, 
and the teacher should rather expect the termination-analysis of these twenty. 
four tenses than their oral conjugation. The following table will explain what 
I mean by " termination,analysis ": 
Avoir, to have; etre, to be. 
Tenses to learlt : Present Indicative; Imperfect; Present Subjunctive. 
Analysis of tilc R emai"der of both Verbs: 
Imp. Ind. 1 ais J Th d' ; f th ais ese Cit mgs are common to every vel' 0 e 
Avoir. Av ait ' ions language for the imperfect indicative and coltditiollal 
Etre. Et .l ~~~nt l present. 
*~umber II, March 15th. 
Past definIte. 
Avoir. Eu 
Etre. Fu 
Future. 
Avoir. Au 
Etre. Se 
Conditional. 
Avoir. Au 
Etre. Se 
Imp. Subj. 
( 
{
s* 
s 
t 
mes 
tes 
rent 
~ These mdings are common to every verb of the 
l language for" the past deji1zite. 
{
rai 
'ras 
ra 
rons 
rez 
ront 
J These mdings are common to every verb of the 
l language for the futu"e presmt. 
f
rais f . rai5 These endzngs 
rait ~ 
rions language or 
l riez l· raient lmperfect.) 
are common to everl verb of the 
the cOllliitiolZflI presmt. (See the 
Avoir. Eu {~::s I These mdi1Jgs are common to every verb of the 
ssions 
Etre. Fit ssiez langnage for the imperfect subjunctive. 
ssent L 
The compound tenses are learned by means of the above simple tenses. 
Both verbs having been thus ;tudied, the teacher should require the student to 
conjugate them the next day, according to the usual order of the moods and 
tenses. These verbs are always given in full in" French Courses." TIle 
student, having been told how verbs are used interrogatively, negatively, and 
negatively and interrogatively, the teacher should require the' conjugation, oral 
and written, of avoir and nre, in their aifferent forms, until he is satisfied that 
the class knows them well. 
If we now pass on to the regular verbs of the language, we find that they 
can al1 be acquired by means of their termiltatioltS and a certain formatioll of ' 
tenses. The task of mechanical1y memorizing a verb of each of the four con-
jugati~s is very tedious, and, in my opinion, of no use. Let the student 
learn the terminations of the simple tenses of each conjugation, and then form 
his own' verbs. This can better be illustrated than explained. The following 
table is a short specimen of what I mean, illustr.ating the learning of the 
present indicative 01 the four regular conjugations: 
1:·'}:~~ {n' C {:: {1: {r:: {r3f {R::r 1: 
vous I!Z ISse~ evell l e~ 
ils ClJt issent oivellt ' e1tt 
The teacher should give certain roots each day, and require tQe student to 
conjugate and write certain tenses of the regular verbs. By this method, 
the memorizing of the regular verbs becomes easy, and it has one great ad-
vantage over the learni,ng of four ~erbs, namely, that of enabling the student 
to conjugate any given tense of any given verb without being obliged' to think 
of some other verb. 
, The next 'thing to learn is the formation of tenses. As it woulcl take too 
long to explain the proces, by which'.Jzve g-i.vm words form all the rcmainder 
of a verb, I will merely say that the" formation of tenses'~ is to be found in 
every French Course. The student's attention should' be drawn to it, and, ' 
after having learned it, he should be required to apply it to a certain number 
of regular verbs. If ten minutes each dar is given t() the verhs in con\Jection 
with the usual <" lesson" in the grammar, the student wiII know all 'the regula~ 
verbs of the language, lind (the teacher giving him jive "words) OIU InUidred 
and sevellty-four out of the three hundred i''1'e.!,''ttlar verbs of the lallguage, by 
the ttme he has reached the 25th lesson in the grammar. 
The so-called irregular verbs of the language can be divided into two 
important classes: the irr~gular'regular verhs and the irregular verbs. The ' 
irregular-regular are those that have ,some, of their primitive tmses i; regular, 
but form all their derived tmSt's regularly. To explain this in-full, it is neces-
sary to again refer the read.:r to the forlnation of tell~es in his gmmmar. As 
an illustration of what precede;;, I will therefore merely show how lire to 
read, is not an irregular .verb, though so calleCl in ~very French gr.\ml~aF. 
The primitive tenses are: Infinitive, lire; present lP.rticiple, lisa1tt; past 
participle, lit; present indicative, Bt pet~~on, jf! lis; past definite, 1st person, 
.Verbs of the 1St conjugation take ai for the 1St person, 
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ie Ius. This verb being of the 4th conjugation, assumes different terminations 
for the five tenses above (less the infinitive) from/ a regular verb of the ,ame 
conjugation ; hence, this verb is usually called irregular. The derived tenses 
son" of the" course." We trust that this too lengthy paper has given a 
general insight into the nlethod we propose, both for the classipcation and 
the learning of what is so commonly called the most difficult portion of the 
however are formed regularly, and the formation of tenses having been French grammar. 
lenrned, 'the student can conjugate the ibove verb which we call an irregular-
regular verb. The future of the conditional will be. forn~ed regularly from the 
CUBE ROOT. 
A STRICTLY ARITHMETICAL METHOD. 
Prof. S. S. ROCKWOOD, State Normal School, Whitewater, Wisconsin . 
infinitive; the imperfect indicative, the present subJunctlve and the. ~lural of 
the present indicative will be formed regularly from the present pa~I~lple; all 
the compound tenses will be formed regularly from the past partICiple; the 
imperative will be formed regularly from the present indicative; the imperfect 
subjunctive will be formed regularly from the past definite. To explain how 
the above derived tenses are formed would require a complete formation of 
tenses to be given in this paper. Let it be sufficient to say that, owing to said 
formation of tenses, which applies to all the regular verbs, the 164 irregular-
regular verbs can be hkewise conjugated, with no further knowle.d~e than five 
words for each of the 29 classes into which these 164 verbs are diVided. The 
primitive tenses qf the 29 model verbs (5 words each) are suffici<!ntly alike to 
be memorized in less lIla" Iwo hours; thus learning, in such way as never to 
be forgotten, 164 irregular verb~ of the language. I have omitted to say that 
the formation of tenses does not require much study to be thoroughly mastered, 
and that It is so easy and simple that a child can understand and apply it. 
To master the rule for th~ extraction of cub.e r~ot as a mere process of operation, is not at all difficult compared With Its mastery as a process 
of thought. 
The first may be nchieved by quite immature pupils, but the latter should 
never be attempted until the student has attained a respectable degree of 
discipline. 
I am persuaded that the usual demonstrations by means of diagran.ls ~r 
blocks are the result of attempting to simplify the matter so as to bnng It 
within the reach of too immature minds, and the appeal to the forms of a 
binomial cube, on the other hand, is as ill-advised ns it is unnecessary. 
The French language does, however, contain a certain number of verbs, 
having irregular primitive and derived tenses. These alone should be called 
the irregular verbs. There are 84 such verbs, which can be divided into 20 
classes-one of the verbs for each of the 20 classes being known, all the 
irregular verbs can be conjugated and written with no difficulty whatever. Of 
these 20 model verbs, 14 can be learned almost as easily as:the irregular-regular 
verbs, by means of the primitive tenses and three additional rules. We will 
take, for instance, to give and illustrate the first rule, the verb courir, to run. 
The primitive tenses of this verb are cOllrir, courall/, couru, je cours, je 
C011I'11S. All the derived tenses are regularly formed, from their primitive 
tense~, excepting the future and the conditional. Thl,!se tenses, being formed 
frllm the infinitive present, should be je courirai-ais. The rule applying to 
this kind of irregularity is the following: Irregular verbs having rir for in-
finitive-ending, always have the future and conditional irregularly formed. 
The i of the infinitive is dropped, and the endings common to all the verbs of 
the language for the future and conditional are then added to the verb itself. 
e.g., je cOltrrai, je coltrrail. It mi~ht be well to add here, that, If the future i~ 
irregular, the conditional is likewise irregular. As the remainder of the verb 
partakes of the nature of the irregular-regular verbs, this verb can be conjugated 
in full with no further knowledge. Eight other verbs, belonging to the same 
class nre therefore also known. If we now take the verb mou,.ir, to die, we find 
that the future and conditional are, of course, irregular,-the infinitive ending 
,in ,.ir" these tenses cnn, however, be conjugated, if the rule;applied to courir 
i~ known. Th-e verb lIIollrir is also irregular in the 3d person plural of the 
present indicative and in the present subjunctive. We find that this 3d person 
pfural is ils mmrm/, instead of ils lItourml. This 3d person plurnl must be 
leqrned, making in nil Jiz words to know ·the whole verb, seeing that the 
present subjunctive, also Irregular, assumes tlie same form as the irregular 3d 
person plural of the present indicative-i. e., que je lIlmre instead of que je 
moure-the 1st and 2d versons plural of an irregular present-subjunctive ,?eing 
regular. If we now take the verh ooin, to drink, we find that the 3d person 
plural only of the present indicativ.e is irregular, i. e., ;/$ boivm/, instead of ils 
ouvml (p.p. buvfln/); the present subjunctive will therefore be que je boive, 
etc. (1St and 2d persons plural regular). 
From all thnt precedes we may say tha~ 14 out of the 20 model irregular 
verbs follow the rules given and explained for cOllrir, mouri,. and boire. 
These 14 classes comprise 6) irregular verbs out of the 84 that we have called 
irregular. There remain, therefore, 16 verbs, reduced to 7 classes or models, 
to be learned ill order to know all lIte veros of the language, excepting a few 
defective verbs, most of which are no longer in use. The 7 classes remaining 
can alRo be obtained, partly through the formation of tenses, and seldom more 
than two additional irregular tenses to be learned. It would take too long to 
explain how many of these verbs are as simple as the irregular-regular verbs. 
We might add many more observations on this subject; but we fear that, by 
trying to show how very simple the French irregular verbs are, and how one 
can learn them with but very little mental effort, the explanation would em-
barrass the student instead of helping him. We take, however, tIte liberty to 
state thnt the whole subject of the French verbs has been treated by us in a 
small work.* intended to be used with all grammars, from the very first" les-
."A New Treati •• on the French Verbs." Iv(oon, Blakeman Taylor & Co., New York. 
Fundamentally .I conceive the whole matter as a pure abstraction and think 
it ought to be discussed from that view-point. When one raises a number to 
the third power by actual multiplication, he has no necessary thought of th." 
second power being a square or of the final result bei~g a. cube in ~ geom~trl­
cal sense; those ideas are after-thoughts, mere apphcahons or IlIust~atlOns 
when the unit of the given number is linear, which is not a necessary circum-
stance a t all. So I maintain that the study 'of the theory of extracting the 
cube root (or any other) ought to wholly avoid the limitation implied in the 
diagram or block method. 
Let us then make a study of t~e problem: To extract the cube root of a 
given number. . 
I assume the given number to be Simple and abstract, and that the number 
sought is one of its three identical factors. SlIlce I seek factors. I must proceed 
by division, and so my process is the reverse of the one by which the number 
was produced. One cannot reverse a process whose steps he has not observed, 
and therefore I must commence by a preliminary study of involution. 
Take the number 56 and find its third power in the followinft mann.er : 
Here is a perfectly legitimate form of multiplicatIOn and 
56 carries in its face the necessary information concerning the ¢ . 
36 .... U8 
30 } 2ut 30 •• 
25 ...... t 8 
56 
216 .... uB 
ISo} ISo .. 3u2t 
ISo 
ISO} 150 .. ·3utl 
150 
125 ...... .L8 
power. 
If we were to add ciphers one after another to the 56, the 
only effect upon the power would be the addition of three 
ciphers to it for everyone added to 56, and from this fact 
we can see the relation between the number of places in the 
root and power. Now if we point off the power in the usual 
way, it will be obvious that the cube of the highest figure of 
the root is wholly contained in the left-hand period of the 
power, also the cube of the highest two figures in the first 
two left-hand periods and so on to the lowest. We are now 
ready to commence this peculiar division to separate the 
power into the three required -factors. By 'inspection we 
obtain the greatest cube in the left-ha~d period and the 
175616 square of its cube root is really our first divisor and the left-
hand period is the dividend; thus: 25 )175616.(5 
125 
50616 
Now it is necessary to observe that the 5 in the quotient i;; tens when re-
ferred to both periods, that is, when referred to the undivided part of the 
dividend, and that the process is one by which we create our divisor piece-
meal, as we use our dividend up in the same way. In this particular example 
the remainder, 50,616, is very largely (about nine-tenths) made up of 3 times 
the square of the 5 tens into the units, and this fact· furnishes us our clue to 
the new divisor. It is obvious that if we divide the ,number which is thus 
constituted by the product of two of th~ factors, we have reason to expect to 
find the third factor (making the necessary allowance for the overplus) which 
is the (tentation) second figure of the root. Perhaps the most absolutely 
simple process now would be to square the root found, and divide both 
periods by the result as we did when we found by inspection the first figure of 
the root, and divided the first period. ' By doing so we could always obtain 
for a divisor the greatest square in the periods considered, and of course the 
quotient would be the root we desire, but the inspection of the formation of 
the power will enable us to devise a correction for the trial divisor, which 
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added to it will give us a divisor which only lacks the jinal jigure as a factor 
to equal the unsubtracted part of the cube contained in the first two periods 
(the whole dividend in this case). Every remainder with the next period is 
a new dividend to which the quotient already found bears a constant relation. 
This is the core of the whole matter, and all beyond it in the rules is ma-
chinery to save hand labor when the given power is very large. After this, 
what question is not easily answered by an appeal to the law of the notation? 
For instance-" Why commence at the decimal point, and point off in three-
figure periods in both directions when the (hypothetical) power contains 
decimals? " 
Because the root precedes the power, and to suppose one decimal place 
in the root would be to grant three in the power, and so the number of deci-
mal places in the p~wer must be divisible by three, and when it is not it ",ust 
be made 'so by annexing ciphers, and so beginning at the decimal point is 
only a convenient way of ascertaining how many cIphers must be added to 
make the necessary number of places in the full form of the power, and if 
that matter were adj usted beforehand, the ru,le for pointlllg off would be to 
begin on the right in both decimals and whole numbers. 
It is advantageons to observe that each subtraction after the first takes from 
the dIvidend the remaining part of the cube of the root already found, and 
that the root found is always so many tens of the order of the next figure 
sought. A valuable exercise is to extract the root of some mixed decimal, 
and preserve the decimal point in every part of the work so that the pupil 
can see how the whole operation conforms to the laws governing the funda-
mental combinations of numbers. 
This method of discussion applied to the extraction of square root works 
equally well, and the details will suggest themselves to anyone who has fol-
lowed me thus far . I have only attempted to give the outlines of what I 
have found a very simple and satisfactory method of dealing with what is 
usually a very difficult subject. Any one who does not see the available 
points in it would hardly be converted by the formal statement of all the de-
tails in a model discussion for class use. 
THE ACQUISITION OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES. 
O. S. WESTCOTT, Chicago HIgh School. 
IT is a matter of some satisfaction to the author of some short articles un-der the above caption to find that they have induced at least one to take 
up the cudgel in opposition. Your correspondent in Number 17 of the 
WEEKLY takes some positions with reference to which it is hoped that a 
word or two will not be taken amiss. He claims that it is unnatural to ex-
clude the vernacular from the class·room, in the process of acquiring a new 
language. While his statement of the case is exceedingly plausible, if it is 
found that by the exclusion of the vernacular three or four times the progress 
is made that can be made by its assistance, will it not be apparent that he has 
mistaken the mmsual for the mmatural? 
He admits tliat by the colloquial method more confiClence may be acquired, 
but assumes that correctness cannot thus be obtained. Now, his first admis-
sion is the strong point of the new method. It is also in evidence, and sub-
tantiated by the most abundant and undoubted proofs, that both the confi-
dence and the correctness may be acquired by the new method in the same 
time as by the old method; the p:trtial correctness may have been acquired 
with no confidence, and consequently with no further practical advantage 
than what accrues from .a passable reading knowledge of the language 
studied. He prefers correctness to confidence. I prefer confidence with 
correctness. To acquire confidence with correctness, the confidence must 
first be acquired. This is surely so. in all instruction. Too often does the 
teacher fai l in obtaining results precisely because he is too rigidly exact in 
the matter of form, creating thereby dislike for the underlying and more im-
portant thought without which the word is lifeless, useless. Hence, our too~ 
numerous mechanical and thoughtless experts in scholarship. The new method 
does not by any means look to the continued exclusion of grammatical in-
formation, but only requires that it shall be left until the pupil is so far ad-
vanced as to be able to appreciate the syntactical and etymological peculiari-
ties of the language. 
Would Mr. Lodeman, e. g., incessantly ring the changes on the German 
article until the forms and proper use of the same were both perfectly famil-
iar to the pupil before tolerating his attempts to employ them in sentences? 
If so, he would ipso facto condemn the language of many reputed German 
scholars, both native and foreign. Well educated Germans themselves admit 
• theiF frequent conversational obliquities in so elementary a grammatical mat-
ter as the proper form of the article in various circumstances. Indeed, who 
of us invariaoly uses correct English, whether it be in off-hand conversa~ion 
or in our more studied efforts? Shall we then cease to talk and write btcause 
we are aware of not attaining perfect accuracy? 
I iBut, further. The writer suggests whether talking a language is the main 
object in its acquisition. With the ancient languages doubtless a reading fa-
milianty is all that is desirable. But with the living languages of the mod-
erns, the case seem to present itself thus : Shall we, on the one hal~d, study 
the grammar and the dictionary, and with the assistance of the vernacular ob-
tain a passably good knowledge of the new language in four years' study, or 
shall we, on the other hand, learn to speak t he new language with such 
fluency as to transact business by its use, and have at the same time an excel-
lent reading knowledge of the language by having put the same number of 
hours per week upon the matter for two years? I say an ~xCt!lIe1lt reading 
knowledge, for the reason that by the new plan double and triple the amount 
of reading material may be gone over in one half the time. J 
The author says"that Mr. Heness is "honest mouglz to say," etc. Now I 
trust that this was not intended, even in the most remote way, to hint at any 
dishonesty on the part of the subscriber. I plead gui lty only to the charge of 
enthusiasm in the matter. As the question of honesty seemed to be with 
reference to the actual amount of time employed, I will say that I have seen 
a class in eleven weeks, having but two hours a week, so advanced in German 
by the new method as to be far ahead of classes having jive hours a week for 
twice the time, the former under the direction of an American, himself but an 
indifferent scholar in German, the latter under the directi"on of a native Ger-
man, himself a good English scholar. 
Mr. Lodeman says that in ignoring the fact that nearly all those who study a 
foreign language have already studied English grammar, one fails to recognize 
the important educational principle of applying the known in teaching the 
unknown. M.ust, then, the whole circle of known science be employed in the 
acquisition of any particular fact? In teaching elementary botany must one 
use the fundamental axioms of geometry or any smattering of Sanskrit that he 
may chance to possess? I do not believe that a knowledge of English gram-
mar is an assistance, but, on the contrary, rather a detriment to the beginner 
in the pursuit of a modern language. Indeed, thc great advantage of ex-
cluding the vernacular from the class-room consists in the fact that the student 
is accustomed soon to think in the new language. While he is pondering 
over the comparative grammars and the varied idkms, translating from the 
old language to the new, he is creeping when he might walk, run, fly. Though 
his gait may be staggering, his flight unsteady, his progress is surely more 
rapid and the style of progress will improve by practice, and by practice alone . 
Speech is habit, grammar an art. After the habit is acquired, then let the art 
be called upon to make the habit a graceful one. 
In a case where a teacher punished a boy for throwing stones at a team-
ster, while on his way home from school, the Supreme Court of Maine have 
decided that either a teacher or a parent may correct a child for 
misconduct on the way between home and school. In schnol the teacher's 
authority is absolute; at home, the parent's; to and from school the jurisdic-
tion is concurrent. Both teacher and parent must keep punishment within 
humane limits as to ' severity. 
= = ====== 
A \Visconsin teacher uses a conversational method in teaching. The 
subject matter of each study and lesson is made clear to the pupil by a full 
and familiar conversation upon it, so that before he goes to the printed page 
he has a perfect understanding of what he is expected to find there. The 
thing or idea is given before the words. The technical and critical language 
of the book is then memorized and serves to fix what is already in the mind. 
In the comparison of notes by popular educators gathered in attendance at 
the great Exhibition, it was found that in foreign countries \vritten exercises 
are demanded of pupils much mor~ generally Ulan among us. The value to a 
pupil of. subjecting his knowledge to writing is becoming evident. 
We must not forget that the schools are the people's, not ours, and that the 
ultimate directive force lies in and with the people, so that do we wish for 
ref?rm or change, tbe expressed op~nion of the community should precede 
actton. _ AARON GOVE. 
If.a pupil leaves ~chool with a I?ve for study, and a hearty appetite for 
readmg, It matters !tttle whether his school-work has been Latin, or Annlyti-
cal Chemistry. C. A. MOREY. 
Time is infinitely long, and each day is a vessel into which a great deal 
may be poured, if one will actually fill it up. GCETHE . 
1/ 
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Musical Department. 
Editor, W. L. SMITH, East Saginaw, Michigan. 
[Musical exchanges, books ror notice, correspondence, queries, etc. touching upon musical 
topic. , should be SC III '0 .he editor of th is deparlmcnl.j , 
SHOULD GIRLS SING ALTO? 
To THE MUSICAL EDITOR: 
I WRITE to ask a question_ After I have separated my classes for part; singing, and assigned some 'of the girls, as the compass of their voices 
seems to demand, to the alto, or second soprano, I am occasionally informed by 
some mo~her that Miss --, a piano teacher, (who, probably, has never taken 
a lesson in vocal culture in her life) , has . told her that" her child must not 
sing alto in school, because it will ruin her voi,ce, and that she can never sing 
soprano, if it is continued. Please giVe me your opinion. 
Vours, etc., F. 
REp,LY. 
No child,-girl or boy,-should be permitted to sing ou'tside the range of 
voice that is perfectly easy and natu1"at to it. If God intended that a voice 
should sing soprano, that should it sing; or, if the alto register is the' easiest 
one to the singer, then, by no means, let any pretender underta.ke to lorce the 
voice upward, in order that the popular piano song. of the day may be per-
formed. In speaking of the female voice, before and during mutation, Julius 
Eichberg says : "Oue of the most fruitful causes of injury proceeds from the 
desire of many female pupils always to sing the highest part,-the soprano . 
It is with them" aut Ca:sa r, aut Itlllltts." When teachers are better acquaint-
ed with the phy.iiology of the voice, they will understand the necessity of not 
sacrificing yOUllg voices to the desire of exhibiting and showing off their 
pupils." We have already calle 'l attention to the very important matter of 
having each and every pupil become accustomed to sing alone, in the same 
manner as they are required to recite other lessons. In addition to bringing 
out the individuality of the pupil, this course becomes an invaluable aid to till! 
teacher in arranging classes for part-singing, for the natural compass of each 
child's voice will gradually be discovered, and when parts are assigned, no 
one, by accipent or through ignorance, will be required to sing that which is 
not within the easy compass of the voice. Among pupils of the ?verage age 
of nine or ten years, where tw?-parl singing should be first introduced, the 
exercise, and songs should be so arranged as to have both parts within the 
range of all the voices, and all pupils shou Id be taught, and become accus-
tomed, to read and sing either part with equal ease. 
-Our thanks are due Ginn & Heath, 46 Madison Street; Chicago, for a set 
of the" National Music Readers," consisting of four books for pupils' use, 
and a lUunual for the guidance of teachers. Th-is is a carefully graded course, 
prepared by the music teachers in the Boston, Mass., public schoQls. From 
an intimate acquaintance with these books, we are prepared to recommend 
them to teachers in graded schools as such as will 1lJear, because the music 
ha.~ that intrinsic worth which causes it to grow brighter and better as long as 
it is need~d to be " 'e'\. The adoption in schools of such text-books as these 
will obviate the necessity of soon changing; as is too often the case where 
music books are used that are filled with jingling, h:ashy songs, which, 
. although sometimes attractive at first, become nearly worn out in the learning. 
-The following beautiful illustration is by Dr. C. Ii. Payne, President of 
the Ohio 'Vesleyan University: "If we take a few grains of sand and put 
them on a glass plate, and bring music In close contact with the glass, the 
sand grains will arrange themselves in beautiful order; so, through the mar-
velous pllwer'of music are the clements of coufusion and chaos on the earth 
to be brought into harmony, beauty, h~aven." 
A LITTLE LESSON IN MUSIC. 
Ex PRESSION is everythil]g, always, and in the fundamental teaching of mu-sicattcntion enough is not paid to this fact. So much eamestnessand enthu-
siasm are expended in getting the "do, r~, mi" part of it right that 'compar-
atively little instruction finds its way into the maImer of rendering it. 
And then, again, the tim!! always suffers from youth up, as applied to soft or 
loud passages. It is universally the fact t,hat the child, and grown person as 
well, retards uncons<"iously in singing passages which grow soft or low. I 
wonder if one reason may not be thi~ defect in early training, lor true it is 
that evel'ylhi11g depends upon what kind of a foundation it ha.~, from the 
building of a ~)alllcc do\\'n (?) to the teaching of a little child! Should any 
one demur at the ab<lve slyle of putting thiugs-, let him remember that, in too 
many in; tllnces, Ihis is lJUt the w~y 01 the world. 
One may be forgiven any legitimate expedient which tends to improve any 
method; so, having found in an obscure corner a little sequence of notes 
suited to my purpose, I commenced practicing on it with my pupils. ' It runs 
ili~ : -
I 
• g 
I I I I I ~f.: ~1, 
" Cherries ripe / clierries ripe / 
Here is my first day's plan: 
I 
t 
I I 
• • c b, a 
I 
~ 
Who ~lJill buy my cherries ripe /" 
I 
I 
-0 
g. 
" Children, I have found a very nice song for you to-day. Did you ever 
hear the cherry-man sing any such song in the summer? " And then I give 
it to them. 
0, yes, indeed! they all had, something like it. 
" Do you like cherries, 'and do you like to hear the man? " 
Ves, yes, all mouths are watering, if they are as fond of the bright, fheery 
globes as I am ! 
"Now we'll try to sing this exactly as the man does. Do you think he is 
sleepy?" No, indeed; and if our Ideal man is as wide-awake as they are 
now, at this point, he will sell all his luscious load in a trice. 
" Listen! Here is the man right in our room! How does he sing his 
cherries ? " 
And in a ringing, off-hand manner, they meet my requirements. 
" But suppose the man is out in the hall, and the door is sl!.ut; how does 
he sing now? " 
They see the drift, and give me the words of the pretty refrain with lighter 
voice. 
" He has gone out to the gate; now, how does he sing ? " And softer still 
they give me the chords. 
When" across the way," ,the melody is still more subdued,-and now, I 
send him" down the street," till, naturaJly, his voice is scarcely he~rd, and 
the little willing lips, more rosy than even the cherries, bear so lightly upon 
the harmony, that I am quite satisfied they appreciate my full meaning ~nd 
intention. 
Here comes my point. . 
Insensibly the time has been suffered to lag as the tones became more and 
more subdued; and I ask them if they suppose the man speaks slower and 
slQwer, as he goes further and further off? 
Why, no, they hadn' t thought of that, and now they come to think of it, 01 
course he doesn' t, if he wants to seJl his cherries! 
So then I bring him, in their imaginations, back again; nearer and nearer, 
fr~m point to p.oint on the way, familiar to them,-insisting upon a firmer 
rendering, as he is supposed to be nearing our presence; till mentaJly, he 
stands before us-then the vOIces fairly ring out. 
Thus I place him at different points of distance-near and far-and claim 
frum them the same time in giving the different degrees of loudness. 
Our" cherry-man " is a daily visitor, and I have never found so valuable 
an assistant in this particular line of instruction. 
He can travel, too, aud carry hints as messages into mauy another duty. It 
is quite: as necessary, for example, for the child to meet the demands upon 
him as vigorously when out from our immediate supervision, as when under 
our eye; so the principle is applied to sttpS as well as notes, and so on, ad 
h:linitum / MARY P. COLBURN. 
Practical Hints and Exercises. 
Editor, Mrs. KATE B. FORD, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
ESSA V WRITING. 
AT the present time, children are taught to write at an early age. They put into script the printed words of their spelling-lesson, and are often 
set to COpylDg p:l,l:agraphs from their readers. In this way they learn the use 
of capital letters. They find out, too, that marks of punctuation belong as w~ 1 
to the written as the prmted page. They come to know how matter is divided 
into paragraphs, before they are required to arrange a subject for themselves. 
But independent thought, and the best expression of it, are too frequently 
left for the higher grade schools, when the pupil is set to doing what he is 
supposed to understand. It takes them a very short time for the teacher and 
pupil to learn that the abc of compOSition must be mastered at this late 
day or nothjng satisfactory will be , accomplished. 
Let the little people e<Dpy stanzas of poetry and paragraphs of prose. Let 
them write the answers to questions in geography, when they are unanswered 
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in the book. Encourage them in writing occasional letters, and help in se-
lecting what they shall say. Sometimes a teacher sends to the parents notes 
of invitation to visit the school. At snch times there would be excellent op· 
portunitie~ for the pupils to serve as scribes while the teacher dictates. With 
all these plans, however, we kn~w of nothing so important as conversations, 
fa,ililiar talks on various subjects as they come up in the class-with the en· 
tire school-anywhere. W~ ca1t talk 7vhm w~ ar~ full OJ a subiect. We ca1t 
wri/~ wh~1t we have muclt 10 say. 
Perhaps the school.yard has just been smoothed and sown with grass·seed, 
and all the pupils think of the matter is that for a time they are prohibited 
from going" across lots," are not allowed to step from the walks,-in short, 
have their liberty taken from them in the most unrelentless manner. They 
forget, till reminded of it, that the price of a beautiful green lawn by and by 
is care to·day. And .now is the time of all times when they will listen to any-
thing pleasant that can be said on so unpleasant a subject. They do not know 
how many countries have no green carpets of sodded grass. They have 
never thought what an endless variety of grasses there are . Be sure 
they watch its coming up and know that; after a time, it has }lowers and 
fruit. And the lesson may be expanded ten.fold, and afterward written. 
The children must first be interested, then led to talk intelligently and easily, 
and alterward taught how to put in order what they know, and prepare it so 
as to make others enjoy the subject as much as they do themselve~. 
SUGGESTIONS TO APPLICANTS FOR SCHOOLS. 
Supt. AARON GaVE, Denver, Colorado. 
As the school year nears its close, teachers, students, and would.be. teach-ers are forced to make the annual effort for positions. Much corre· 
spondence is commenced, and nearly every board of education will receive 
letters from applicants. Every superintendent knows that too many of these 
missives bear upon their faces evidences that the writer therClof is not de-
sirable material, while others, it is lioped the major part, are model letters, and 
deserve and receive prompt and respectful replies. 
It is useless to mourn over the condition of things that has brought about 
the necessity of writing applications. Our profession is forced to do it; and 
that spirit of enterprise and push that urges a man or woman to write and try 
to obtam a school is ever to be commended. It has occurred to the writer 
that, because of a little experience in receiving, reading, and answering such 
epistles, he might make a few helpful suggestions. 
First, let me ~ay what not to do ': Do not print a circular stating your 
qualifications, antecedents, hopes, etc., etc. A printed advertisement sent to 
a board of education deserves no reply. Some may wonder at the idea of 
such a note, but it is common. One mail brought me two, one from Maine, 
the other from Illinois. 
Do not speak of presents given you by patrons or pupils. 
Do not write on fancy paper and enclose in a fancy envelope. 
Do not stick the postage stamp, which you always enclose for reply, fast to 
the paper. 
Do not write so that several pages will be required for an answer. 
Do not write a familiar letter as to an acquaintance, but let it be a business 
letter, and be sure that you understand the form, folding, etc., of a business 
letter. 
One should not feel aggrieved if the answer is short. It ~hould be remem-
bered that some superintendents' offices w~uld require a speciai clerk during 
the sprin~ months, were each letter of application answered at length. 
Sign your name in full, or else be justly pUlllshed by having the answer 
addressed to Mr. or Mrs., when you are Miss. 
Consider, before you write, what you want to know, what you are likely 
to learn, and then put that, and that only, in the fewest possible words . Re-
member that boards are not likely to engage a teacher without first looking 
upon the form thereof. Teachers are not engaged by correspondence. 
Would a merchant hire a bookkeeper, a stranger, without first seeing him, 
however great his reported qualifications?, It is not business to engage an 
employe by letter, when the person is a stranger. The first letter, then, can 
be but an mtroduction. CirculDstances may preclude the writing of a second, 
if not, the second may be more full. 
The series of questions asked by applicants are much the same in all letters, 
although couched in a variety of .. forn;'s. One fills a sheet with them, while 
another uses a few lines. No family surroundings, poverty, health, widow-
hood, or .misfortune, has to do with the introductory letter, and none of these 
accidents i-s likely to show one to be a better teacher. Public ·schools are in 
no sense charitable institutions, and justice requires that ~ympathy have no 
voice in appointments. 
I submit the following as covering all necessary : 
I am a teacher of six years' experience in -- schools. Please send me 
any information that will be helpful in enabling me to learn of your schools 
and to apply for a position therein. I shall be pleased to correspond with 
you, should the circumstances seem to justify. Please refer to --. 
Respectfully, -----. 
The answer will bring to you all the printed matter of the board pertaining 
to the schools, the statement as to vacancies, the salary-in short, all that is 
necessary to givt: you the information that will determine your future actton. 
And whether or not you succeed, you have the satisfaction of making a pleas-
ant impression upon the reader, that may be of service in the future. 
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. 
A READING-CLASS in Princeton High School, Illinois, has llsed Long-fellow'S poems for seven months, reading on alternate days. In con-
nection with the reading, grammatical and rhetorical questions are studiecl, 
and all historical , biographical and mythological allusions are discussed. The 
following questions were given for a final examination, based mostly upon 
"The Belfry of Bruges," and" Tales of a Wayside Inn: " 
I. Sketch of Longfellow's life and principal works. 
2. Where is Bruges? Nuremburg? 
3. Explain: 
"Saw great Arlrodde victorious scale the Goldm Dragon's ,ust." (De-
fine or explain particularly all italicized words). 
4. Meaning of argosies, tocsin, lagoon_ 
S. Who was the" Gmtle lIfary hunting with her hawk and h lUnd?' 
6. "Aztec priests upon their "wallis." Define. 
7. Define pyx, sk~rries. 
8. "As great pythagoras of yore 
Standing beside the blacksmith's door, 
And hearing the hammers as they smote, etc." 
Explain the above. 
9. Who was Si/mus ? 
10. co Above them all, and strangest of all, 
Towered tlie Great Harry." 
I I. "\Vashes the feet of the swarthy Lascal·." 
12. Explain: 
" Like the great giant Cltristopher it stands." 
13. "A new Prometheus chained upon the rock." 
14. Explain: 
" I remember the sea-fight far away, 
How it thundered over the tide, 
And the dead captains \1S they lay." 
IS. "Well versed was he in Hebrew books, 
Talmud and Targum, and the lore 
Of Kaba/a." 
16. He did not" rustling hear in every breeze 
The laurels of Miltiades!' 
Explain. 
17. Who was the mttsicia1t in the" Tales of a Wayside Inn"? Where 
was his violin made, and who made it? " 
18. What is the Decalluro1t ? 
19. What IS the H~imsk";1tg/a ? 
20. "Did'st thou ever read 
R~ynard the Fox?" 
Explain. 
2 I. Explain: 
"Stands Grotto's lower, 
But 7tJ .. 1ttitzg still the glory of th~ sjJir~!' 
Will anyone explain for me the passage in Wordsworth's co Intimations Of 
Immortality," when he says: 
" But there's a tree. of malty 01t~, 
A single field that I have looked upon, 
Both of them speak of something that is gone!' 
Why does a tree, or a single field, speak to him more than any other? 
Does of ",n1ty on~ mean one of many? H. L . B. • 
A little girl at school was once reading, in the presence of a visitor,. a 
passage in which the word dice occurred, and was asked what it meant. To 
the surprise of the questioner, she replied, "Little cubs at play;" and on 
inquiry it was found that she had been crammed with column's of meaninglj, 
as they are called, and among them this, "Dice, little cubes used in gaming.;" 
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Notes. 
LTJERARv.-Tlle Allieriwll is the name of a new sixteen-page weekly, published by the American News Company, New 'York, at four dollars a 
year. It contains a large amount of miscellaneous reading, and is tolerably 
well illustrated. It is printed on heavy, tinted paper, and evinces good man-
agement. Its editor is John C. Freund.--E. Steiger, of New York, has 
become a very prominent pllblisher of kindergarten literature, and is fast be-
coming prominent as a publisher of general educational works, anEi an en-
thusiastic promoter of every interest' which serves in any way to promote the 
cause of education. In additjon to the numerous" Kindergarten Tracts," 
which are becoming indispensable to primary teachers, he has now entered 
upon the publication of a se ries of " Papers on Education," which comprise 
the best papers, addresses, etc., which are printed in educational and other 
periodicals, books, reports, etc., and which do not generally find their way to 
the common reader on account of the difficulty of obtaining the volume 
which contains them. As an evidence of the liberality and enterpri~ing 
spirit of Mr. Steiger, we may mention the fact that these pJ.pers are furnished 
at the bare cost of production and postage. Every teache( should send for 
them. The prices vary according to the number of pages, from one , cent to 
six cents a copy for single number;. The .. PJ.pers " contain from four to 
fifty-two pages, those containing twelve or more pages being bound in:l neat 
cover, and all well printed. In order to secure them regularly, send fifty 
cents to E. Steiger, 22 Frankfort street, Nelv, York. This will secure pamph-
lets aggregating not less than 600 pages. We believe that we are serving the 
cause or education in urging teachers to secure these" Papers."--Macmil-
Ian & Cumpanyannounce a new book by Prof. Todhunter-a work on natur-
al philosophy for beginners. It is a promising sign for the school interests 
when the most eminent scholars consent to prepare text-books for the ele-
mentary schools. Macmillan & Co. are English publishers, and have just 
opened their new store at 22 Bond street, New York. Stan-
dard English works can always be obtained through them without delay.--
The third number of the lil/ema/iollaIRt!Vi~7ufor I8n contai ns. as i ts leading 
articlc, a discriminating and impartial review of the new Federal Adminis-
tration, and a brief exposition of the principles of the new President. Charl-
ton T. Lewis presents a sketch of the present status of the Life-Insurance 
Question. from the stand-point of the insurance companies. A very Interesting 
paper is given by Dr. James H. Rigg on the" Disestablishment of the Church 
.of England," which will be found especially valuable to American readers, as 
the posi tion of the English Church is so little understoo! in this country. 
Francis A. Walker contributes the first paper on the Philadelphia Exhibition, 
treating particularly of its mcchanism and administration. One of the most 
attractive literary articles in the magazines this month is Bayard Taylor's dis-
cussion of the intellectual biography of Tennyson in this number of the Hroinu. 
The discussion deals particularly with the characteristics of Tennyson's poeti-
cal growth and development, ane. evinces throughout, in its author, the scbolar 
and the poet. " The American Foreign Service" is discussed by Hon. John 
Jay, in a popular and interesting vein which makes the article readable for all. 
It strongly commends· the policy of President Hayes' Administration. Philip 
Gilbert Hamerton writes another "Art Letter," and the number is closed by 
some notices of reccnt American and European works. The blftrnalional 
Rtview is a publication in which the educated American should feel a special 
pride.--The May number of Scribntr's Monthly greets us with the -usual 
quantity of good thing.. "Beds and Tables etc." is continued, and gives 
useful hints to the ingenious even if the purse is not long enough to follow 
very minutely its suggestions. " That Lass 0' Lowrie's" is completed, and 
has fulfilled all that th earlier chapters promised . Mrs. Francis H. Bennett 
has proved that she can wield the novelist's pen with great power, and we 
shall expect yet other good things from her. .. Nicholas Minturn" is also 
continued. We confess a leaning towards most of Dr. Holland's stories. 
The shorter articles are interesting, espc!cially "Smith College" and "Sea 
Front Fishing." The illustrations are very fine. 
TIlt Art of Projtclitzg. A manual of experimentation in Physics, Chem-
istry, and Natural History, with the Porte Lumiere and Magic Lantern. By 
Prof. A. E. Dolbear, Tuft's College. Illustrated. (Boston: Lee & Shepard, 
pp: 158, 8vo., $r.so, 1877. For sale by Hadley Brothers & Co., Chicago.)-
Those who are interested in the teaching of physics, and who ~esire to avail 
themselves of more complete apparatus for means of experimentation, will 
find Prof Dolbear'~ milnual of great service, as it is possible to perform a 
large number of experiments in nearly every department of physics by the aid 
of the porte lumiere and the magic lantern. The work d'oes not attempt to 
discuss phenomena, or explain them, but is very full in its description of ap-
paratus and direction for its use. Seven pages are given to "Projections for 
the School-room," seven to " Artificial Lights," five to "L:mterns," five to 
"Lenses," twenty to "Projections," fourteen to "P;ly;icJ.I Experiments" 
.twenty-three to "Acoustics," sixty-three to " Light," six to "Heat," three to 
"Magnetism," four to." Electricity," and three to" Chemistry." 
A Dictionary of tht English Language. By Noah Weyster, LL. D. 
(Springfield, Mass.: G. & C. Merriam).-This work, so well known and 
highly appreciated wherever the English language is spoken, scarcely needs 
more than an announcement by. its title to command the attention of every 
person desiring a " well of English pure and undefiled ." A book whose sale 
has gone far up among the hundred thousands; a book which has been before 
the world for more than a generation; which is without a peer in all the 
essentials of a complete repository of a living language, requires no com-
mendation at our hands. No household can dispense with it_ No libr.lry, 
either private or public, is well furnished without it. No school, of whate let· 
grade, can lay claim to being properly equipped where the " Unabridged -, is 
wanting. With a good cyclopedia, a good atlas, and a copy of Web .le r's 
Dic:ionary, no private library can be said to be poor, while a public colkcli :)Il 
may be deemed to have made a good beginning_ We say what the \\' l'l le 
world has been saying for years: Get the best. Get Webster. 
Wood's IlImtrated Plant Record atld Guide to A1lalysis. Adapt .tl t ·) 
allY American botany. (New York and Chicago: A. S. Barnes & Company _) 
-Among the real improvements embodied in modern methods of teachin~, 
the plan of requiring systematized written state1Jlmts, syllabi, and tabultlr 
views, holds a prominent place. The best test of a student's knowledge is 
his ability to express what he knows or claims to know. The only way to im-
part order and system to mental labor is to furnish the mind with occasions 
for systematic exercise. To give expression to a truth is the best method of 
fixing that truth in tht! memory of the pupil. In accor~ance with these prill 
ciples this plant record has been produced to aid pupils in the acquisitiun of 
the beautiful science of botany, and in securing that peculiar form of mental 
discipline which botany is so well adapted to give. Its utility no true educa-
tor can question. The work before us is a true labor-saver and a systematizer, 
so to speak. The synopsis of botanical terms has been greatly extended in 
this work over any other we have scen. It tS in fact a classified glossary. 
Full explanations of the terms are given, and the directions for use are am-
ple. Five diffe rent form; of tablets are presented for the analysis of plants. 
We commend the book to the attention of teachers and botanical students 
everywhere. 
PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
CATALOGUE of Hipo" College, r876-77. Edward H. Merrell, A. M., President. 
First Annual Heport of Ihe Secretar)' of the Sln/e B M,." of lv'alth of the 
Slate of Colorado, for the fi scal year ending September 30, 1876. 
Sromth Annual Heport of tnt B oard of Education, toget her with the 
Thirty-second Annual Report of the Commissioner of Public Schools, of 
Rhode Island, January, 1877. 
Ammal Heport tlf the Supl!I'illtmdm/ of Public .fmtmctioll of the Stat~ of 
Wisconsin, for the schl)ol year ending August 31, 1876. Edward Seanng, 
Superintendent. 
The Polytl!Chnic School of W(lShi11gt01l Univl!I'sity. Extracts from the Cat-
alogue for 1876-77. Worthy the notice of educators. 
Course of Study of the Aurora Public School. With Manual of Illustration. 
W, 13. Powell, Superintendent. This is a volume of 303 pages, giving a very 
full exposition of the course of. study pursued in the public scbools of Aurora, 
Ill. It is a great aid to teachers, but the query arise,;, how can such expense 
be afforded in these times? It would serve as an excellent aid to any teacher, 
. in guiding his class instruction. 
A1mual Report of the Board of Edtuatiolt of the City of Auburn, N. Y., 
for the year ending July 31, 1876. B. B. Snow, Superintendent. 
Report of the School Committee of the Town of Quincy, Mass., for the year 
1876-7. Francis W. Parker. Superi ntendent. 
TIll! Sixtemth A,mttal R eport of the Superintendent of Public lnstruc-
tion of the State of Kansas for the year 1876. Hon . John Fraser, Superinten-
dent. 
o The. S1t!l!disll Catalog-Ill! of the Intemr!tiollal Exhibi/i01l of J 876, by 
Dr. Ehs Stdenbladh, Secretary of the Royal Swedish Statistical Central Bu-
reau. The Swedish catalogue, including the statistics of agriculture, com-
merce, manufactures, education, etc., by the same. 
May 10, 1877] The Educational Weekly. 
Special Report 0/ the Michigan Educational E x l,ibit to the State Cen-
tennial Board, by Dr_ D. C. Jacokes. 
A Chart and Key 0/ the Educational System 0/ the State 0/ Mic!t£galt. 
Compiled by Dr. D. C. Jacokes. 
Report 0/ the .Sta.te N ormal Sclzool Boar.d , 0/ Minnesota, including the 
reports of' the pnnclpals. C. A. Morey, W'I11ona. 
Correspondence. 
THAT OLD PUZZLE AGAIN. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
IN the WEEKLY of March 29th we find t.he old puzze,. x 2+y= II ;,y2+x =7· We offer the fol1owing solution, thtnk111g that It wtll be more re~dtlr comprehended by the majority of teacher.; than the one presented by "0 .. ': 
{ x2+f=ll} {X
2
- 9=2-Y } {Y=2-(X+3) (x -3) } 
y2+,X=7 y2-4=3-x y2=4+(3-:t:),or,y="4-(x-3) 
Then 2-(X+3)(x-3)=V4-(x-3)· Squaring both members of the equa-
tion gIves 4-4(X+3)(x-3)+(x+3)2(X-3)2=4-(x-3). Transposingto 
the first member, we have (X-3)-4(x+3) (X-3)+(x+3)2(X-3)2=0. By 
factoring we obtain (x-3)[1-4(x+3)+(x+3)2(x-3)]=0. Performing 
the operations indicated and uniting, we have (x-3)(xs+3x· -13x -38)=o. 
Dividing by (x8+3x2_13x-38), we have (x-3)=o; hence x=3; y=2. 
W. W. DE ARMOND. 
MILAN, ILLINOIS. .. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
Seeing in your issue of March .29th uI~_der the caption "Another Old Puz-
zle" the statement that the equatIOns x-+y= II, and X+y2 =7 would ad-
mit of nothing but a biquadratic sol~tion, I be~ leave to send ~ou the follow-
ina which I think is purely quadratIc, and whIch at the same tIme presents a 
n;~ form of ar,tifice ,that may many time.; be used in the ~olution of intricate 
quadratics: (1-) x 2+V=II.·.x2 -9=2-y, (2.) x+y2=7··. x -3=4-y 2. 
x-3 Factor (2) and reduce, and (3), __ =2-y. Now, by axiom, the first ' 
2+y 
x-~ 
members of (I) and (3) are eqlla!.·.(4), x2-9= - ,-.). Separating second 
2+y 
, • 2 x -9 3 C I x memoer,and transpoStng, x --+ - - -+' omp ete square, X 2 _ _ + 2)' 2:)' 2)' 
3 I I I +4(2~y)2=9- 2+Y +4(2+y) 2' whence x - 2(2+y)=3- 2T and x= 
3 Vis now easily found. J. R'~No'Lns, 
. WARRENSBURG, Mo., April 10, 1877. Supt. Schools . 
THE ADORNMENT OF COUNTRY SCHOOLROOMS. 
To T;-IE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
READING the article, "The Adornment of Country Schoolrooms," in the WEEKLY, led to the wish to write of one, as it was last summer. • 
_ 'Fhe teacher procured slips of house pla~ts ?f some friends ; the fragr~nt 
ones among them were the rose gera111um, heltotrope, and bergamot. Belllg 
. laced in dishes which wQuld not break even if r~ughly handled, .they made ~ pleasant collection for the schoolroom. These tnterested the children, and 
'n a short time after the commencement of the summer term two round beds ~r mounds were made in front of the door, at a suitable distance from the 
te The "chunks" which were lying around and were too large to burn, ~efe' placed in piles, one on each side of the schoolroom. Around these 
and under the windows, morning-glory seeds were sown. 
The work was mostly done by the scholars at their noon-Rpells and recesses, 
and they worked with a will. This started them in work of the same kind at 
bome But SOlnehow the seeds started the soonest and the flowers grew the 
best ~t the schoolhouse. All had worked, and many had furnished seecls, so 
now all felt an ownership in the flower> and the parents were pleased with 
them. Slips of the houseplants were gIven to the scholars as fast a<; they 
could be spared, and those who had dIfferent varieties at home brought slips 
to the teacher. The leaves of the rose gera11lum and bergamot were free 
to all to press, if they would leave the freshest ones; and one enjoyed seeing 
the little fellows slyly pinching them to smell the fragrance. 
So the summer schoolroom was very ple;;sant WIth its newly papered walls, 
the seats clean as they could be scoured, the morning-glory at the windows, 
and the banging-basket with its drooping vines in the sunniest window, with 
the other plants l~ear it. Out of doors the portulaca, cypress vine, zinnias, 
balsams, petunias, and others, were blossoming. 
Contrary to all the expectations of others, the children never troubled the 
/lowers. A rule that whoever should do so would lose a recess was all that 
was necessary. Gathering the flower-seeds as they ripened was a pleasant 
time, and at the close of school the seeds and the flowers that ,remaiiled ~re divided among the children. S) the experiment of having flowers was 
tr~ed, and all were pleased with its success. H. 
Who can tell the names of the states that requi're twenty-two days for a 
school month? C. 
FOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 
A LETTER from an interested subscriber in Alabama contains some sug-gestions to those who are engaged in the management of girls' schools, 
or ladies seminaries. His points are as follows: 
I. The circulars should be brief an<l explicit; the advantages of the insti-
tution should be presented ,without exaggeration, in order to avoid the sus- ' 
picion of humbuggery. 
2. Disciplinary regulations should be few; a long list of regulations is apt 
to bring a short list of pupils. 
3. The promise of a home or family life should be strictly observed in all 
points,-5uch as good, substantial, and wholesome food; as much kindness 
and liberty as the proper management of the school would allow, which is in 
perfect harmony with good behavior, good manners, and ladylike deportment. 
It should be borne in mind that the girls make the school, and the school 
should be, as much as possible for the girls, without unnecessary restraint. 
4. A' long list of studies shonld be prepared which may be studied, but a 
short list of those which must be studied, and these necessary studies should 
be selected with reference to their usefulness after school-days are past. 
Short lessons should be the rule-not long ones, and the principal, or other 
examiner, should come into the class-room unexpectedly and examine the 
pupils, bnt regnlar and severe examinations should be avoided, as they tend 
to make the gir ls nervous, sick, and tired of school. 
5. Physical exercise should be regularly taken, either out-doors or in. A 
simple gymnasium should be constructed under a large enclosed shed, so as 
to be comfortable in any kind of weather, and every pupil should be indnced 
in some way to visit this place of exercise every day. "Mens sana m cor-
port! sano" is a motto that ought to be before the eyes of every person direct-
ing education. 
WILL COMPULSORY EDUCATION PAY? 
To THE EDITOR OF· THE WEEKLY: 
WHILE our school law is " going through the sweat," to use an agric~l­tural phrase, any thing having a bearing on the question of compnlsory 
education may not be amiss. From a report of an English board of education 
I extract the following, which appears to be a fair test, as it relates only to 
a~ults of a marriageable age: 
In 1873 the number of bridegrooms in England who could not write even 
their names in the marriage registers amonnted to eighteen per cent. The 
nnmber of women e_ntering wedlock, bnt who had to affix X to the register, 
was as high as twenty-five per cent. In 1874, the abstracts of which have just 
been publtshed, the percentage had decreased to seventeen arid twenty-four 
respectively. Londolt, strictly controlled by the Cmtral School Board, had 
only eight per cent. o/men, and thirteen per Utlt. O/11J01lUlt who could not 
sign the marriage register; while Bedfordshire had twenty-seven per cent. of 
men, and twenty-three per cent. of women laboring under this disability, and 
North Wales a<; many as twenty-six per cent. of males and thirty-four per cent. 
of females. Will our legislators take the hint? JOHN RILEY . 
SPRING HILL, ILL. 
To THE EDITOR 01' THE WEEKLY: 
SOME TIME since we w'ere very pleasantly surprised to receive by express from the publishers, Merriam Brothers, three superb copies of Webster's 
Unabridged Dictionary. Accompanying this most acceptable present was a 
note explaining that, at the solicitation of President Phelps, 01 the Whitewa-
ter Normal School, the dictionaries were donated by the publishers to Le 
Moyne school, with the hope that they might prove acceptable and helpful 
both to the instructors and students of the institution. 
In behalf of the entire school and of its friends, I wish, through the col-
nmns of your journal, to acknowledge the receipt of so valuable a gift, and 
to thank the Messrs. Merriam and President Phelps for their kind remembrance. 
This is not the first time ,we have been placed under obligation, either to 
the publishers of the Unabridged, or to the Whitewater Normal Schoo!' 
As fnr as we are able, we would reward these good friends. Yet we can 
only pledge Ollr gratitude and well wishes. They have the blessing and 
prayers of many, who have eni9yed, but for a few years, the right of looking 
into a dictionary, or even a spelling book, and who, therefore, now SQ, much 
the more, want and prize the privilege. A. J. STEELE, Principal. 
LE MOYNE NORMAL SCHOOL, MEMPHIS, TENN., April 16,1877. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
Will you be so kind as to procure, through your journal, a demonstration of 
the' following propositions: I. All circumferences having their centres in the 
same line, and having but one common point, are tangent to each other and 
h:we 'a comtn;> 11 rectilinear tangent at the common point. 2. The area of a 
sector is to the area of the circle, as the arc of the sector to the circumference. 
3, Is a diameter of a circle a chord? 
Yours respectfully, M. 
KEWAUNEE, WIS., April 16, 1877. 
======= 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
The WEEKLY is appreciated here, and, we think, improving. Now I would 
like if any teacher or the editors can give me a plan to make the study of 
of Goodnch's History interesting to a class of only two or three. I do, not 
succeed as I do in other studies. The book is too hard. Am pleased with 
the examination questions, so are my pupils. 
Respectfully, E: S. L. 
WALNUT, ILL., April 10, 1877· 
.. 
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Kentucky. 
TEACHERS, and especially principal~ of schools and superintendents, should be very 'careful not to give recommendations of anything that i, 
not really valuable. They are apt to mislead other parties who do not know 
how much was paid for the recommendation. It would be well just above 
the signature to say: "I am to get complimentary tickets for myself and 
company"," or "1 am to receive a copy of the ahove mentioned book for my 
signature."--"The intellect is perfected not by knowledge, but by activity." 
- Aristotle: It might also be added that it is not the amount studied in 
school, but the method of studying that is beneficial.--State Superintendent 
Trousdale has the numerous photographs of Tennessee educational institu· 
tions which were on exhibition at Philadelphia hung up in his office.--A 
resolution was passed by the Legislature of Tennessee authorizing the back 
school tax, not hitherto apportioned, to be distributed amung the counties of 
the state. The appropriations for current expenses for the next two years 
were cut down about $75,o00---Tennessee has for a long time been strug-
gling against adverse circumstances to keep up a system of public schools, 
and a little light is beginning to dawn upon her efforts. In McMinn county, 
the county COUl't, at its last quarterly term, did i.tself credit in assessing a tax 
of ten cents for school purposes, which wil\ produce about $2,500 additional 
fund, making in all $9,000 for that county. This is progress in the right di-
rection. Let other counties do hkewise, and ere long the proceeds of the 1Il-
vestment will be manifest. It is more profitable to invest $100 in the educa-
tion of a child than to buy him a paid-up policy in an insurance company. 
Wisconsin. 
SYPERINTENDENT SEARING'S REPORT FOR 1876. 
IT has heen our privilege to read the annual educational reports of the superintendents of Wisconsin for the last ten years, and, so far as we 
can judge, the report of Mr. Searing, just issued, is not behind its fel\ows in 
the points made, or in their judicious presentation. Mr. Searing, in the main, 
is sound in his high school policy. is correct in his position on the text-book 
question, and in regard to a general state tax for school purposes. The latter 
question needs to be more generally and more thoroughly discussed, and to 
be brought to the attention of the people at large. One great difficulty with 
our school system is its laCK of thorough organization and centralization. 
Our efforts are not sufficiently concentrated, and hence the general progress, 
notwithstanding the encouraging condition of things in certain localities, is 
not what might be desired. A general school tax and a thorough township 
organization as advocated by Mr. Searing, would have a tendency to more 
uniform and more efficient action. It is quite plain, tuo, to anyone who 
gives the subject candid consideration, that the central department of our edu-
cational work is by no means clothed with sufficient power to make its influ-
ence upon the school system as potential as it should be, an evil existing in 
other states as well as our own. Its powets are to a great extent simply ad-
visory and clerical,. whereas they should be executive. A board of education 
with a secretary, with power to enforce general rules and regulations, would 
be far more efl,icient than the present arrangement. Our country schools are 
no better orgaliized, aside from the county superintendency, than they were 
fifty years agu, while the supervision is but little better. The same old dis-
trict system, with al\ its looseness, still prevails, and hence the country schools 
do not keep pace in methods of work with the increasing demands of the 
times. The points made by Mr. Searing demand the most careful considera-
tion of all educatienal men, and of all who are interested in the progress and 
usefulness of our school system. A very noticeable feature of the documents 
accompanyin~ the report prClper is the comprehensiveness of the reports of 
the county superintendents . They are more elaborate, better digested, ~ore 
complete, and more comprehsive duri~g the last year or two, ~nd es~eclally 
in this last report, it seems to us, than m fonner years. In pomt of It.ter~ry 
merit, these reports have greatly improved in t~e last ten ye~rs . T~ls IS a 
matter of good omen. It shows that a better tramed class of mmds, With bet-
ter views, are having the schools in charge . . !>-ny who read these. reports may 
get a pretty clear view of the general condition of the schools III the state. 
It is to be regretted, however, that the reports from t~e citi~s, which are o~r 
educational centers, are so limited and so general m their scope: T~elr 
plans and methods, programmes of work, and economical admimstraUon, 
salaries and other matters of interest, should be set forth. We should be 
glad to 'know what Milwaukee, Madison, Kenosha, . Fond du Lac, Oshkosh, 
and other places are doing. On the whole, . the readmg of the report ?f the 
Superintendent of Public Instruction of Wisconsin for 1876 can but give us 
a go_od degree of encourag~ment.. .. 
The writing of an educatIOnal report, settmg forth the condition of educa-
tional affairs in a state as large as the state of Wisconsin, is no easy matter. 
What to say and what to leave uns~id, w:hat to ~ake prominent ~nd ',:hat to, 
keep more in the background, requlr~s mcety o~ Jlt,dgmen.t and WIS~ dlscern-
'ment and in this respect Prof. Seanng and hiS mdefatlgable aSSistant, the 
Rev.'J. B. Pradt, deserve great commendation: We command the carelul 
perusal of this report to every man and woman III the state, and most espec-
ially do we commend its careful study to every teacher of the state, for no 
teacher can work wisely and intelligently unless he fully comprehen.ds tlie 
general progress of education, so that he may thereby understand hiS own 
position in the profession. B. M. REYNOLDS-
A correspondent of the Beaver Dam Argus ~ay~ the .following cO~lpliment 
to Supt. Flavin, of Dodge county: "Under hiS mtelligent supervI~lOn ollr 
schools have steadily advaftced, and it woufd seem as though the tltn~ was 
not far distant when they will take a leading position, and suffer no tltspar-
agement by comparison with schools in .any ot~er portion of the state_ Mr. 
Flavin, by his gentlemanly conduct, umform kmdness .and courtesy t? al\ ; 
energy and zeal in the cause of edu~ation; has won for ht.mself golden oplll.lOns, 
and is regarded by all who know him as a model supennte~dent; pecu.harly 
the right man in th~ right place."--The COlll:mon <;ouncil of the city 01 
Watertown has authorized the Board of EducatIOn to mtroduce the system of 
free text-books into the public schools of tha.t city. The ~oard of .Ed.llca 
tion has accordingly adopted rules and regulatIOns for procunng and chstnbut-
ing the books.--We cltp .the following f~om the recent inaugural address .of 
Mayor Norcross, of JaneSVille: "The Ctty has reason to be proud of Its 
schools. We have 3,709 resident school children, and, .since the erection o( 
the fine building in the fifth ward, we have accommodatIOn for the 1,650 en-
rolled pupi ls. It seems, however, as if more than one-half 0T the school 
children should take advantage of our publtc. means of education . . We are 
really indebted to our school board .and supenntendent for al~ ~conomlc~! aIHI 
successful management of this very IllI:portant br!lnch of muntclpa~ dUly. --
The Wisconsbt Journal of EducatIOn, refernng. to the publtc ~chools of 
Sparta, under the principalshi'p of Prof. O. R . Smith, ~ays: "In the excel-
lence of its school system, skill and thuroughness of Its teachers, and the 
satisfactory character of the work actually done, we believe no other city in 
Wisconsin to be its superior."--The eight weeks' institute of Supt. Rich-
mond of Green county, at Juda, is a pronounced success.--The Beloit 
Fru 'pr~ss says that the course of lectures on Genesis, given by Prof. T . C. 
Chamberlin, has been one of the most radically arousing and interesting 
ej'ents of the year.--At the state oratorical contest at Madison, April 25th, 
Beloit and Milton colleges, Lawrence and State Universities were represented~ 
Mr. Curtis, of Lawrence University, received first honor, and Mr. Carr, of 
Beloit, second.--Supt Collier writes that he has 4een compelled to refu,e 
certificates to four applicants this spring on account of their being only 15 
years of age, and each had a school engaged. He suggests an amendment to 
the school law regulating the age of applicants for schools and certificates. 
What are the objections to such a law ?-- A county superintendent send~ us 
for solution the following educational problems. Who will solve them? I . 
How can interest be secured on the part of schuol offi cers and patrons? 2. 
How can a supply of text-books as well as uniformity in the same school be 
secured? 3. H ow can irregularity of attendance, which greatly increases the 
difficulty of classification in country schools be prevented? 4. How can tl~e 
constantly increasing opinion that the teacher has no right to enrorce obedi-
ence he changed? ,5. How can a supply be obtained of suitable appar~tus. 
even of the simple~tkind, such as blackboards, charts , etc., as teachers' aids? 
Indiana. 
THE following letter from Edward Eggleston to W. P. Hendricks, of Madison, explains itself: 
311 ADELPHI STREET, BROOKLYN, ~pril 6. 
D~ar IIfr. I-Imdricks-I have been much interested in the remilllscence of 
Mr. Green's old school, lately published, and I should be very glad i~deed .to 
be among the boys at that time, though to tell the truth I was just a bit a~rald 
or the ma~ter in those old days, and I fear I should tremble a little yet If he 
were to speak sharply to me. I cannot come-I am too much of a dray-
horse, and June is the last of my year's work. The fir., t of July I get ~ va-
cation, and I shall either get away to the cool hills of New Engl~l~d, 0 ~ take a 
steamer for Europe. Think of a man overworked as I am brolltng hts h~ad 
in the sun of Southern Indiana at the summer solstice! None the less I Wish 
I could be there. What a rush of memory that published list .of names 
brought up. The living and the dead! The Crawford boys, the Ltttle boys, 
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Ben Jewell, Ed. Armoux, the Brights-it is but yesterday I saw them all at 
their desks when I went up to S:lY the third conjugation to the master; only 
yesterday I sent my ball over into a flower garden on Broadway, and climbed 
over the fence after it; only yesterday the mq.ster rebuked Armoux for com-
ing to school with musk scent in his hair·oil, and gave George Bright a scold 
ing for bursting a torpedo under his desk; only yesterday one of the larger 
boys amazed us ~,ll by declaiming on a Friday the oration of one Marcus 
Tullius Cicero against a lellow named Cati line. This Catiline seemed to be 
n had chap as nearly as I could understand the Latin in which it was spoken. 
When the declaimer got through giving old Catiline fits in Latin, there in that 
little old school-house, we all tittered. Latin was fine! And the stern mas-
ter relaxed his face a little and said: "Well, you've astonished the natives, 
haven't you? "-Only yesterday? It is twenty-five years ago. The best 
friends I had in that school, some of them, dear fellows, are gone. When I 
go back to Madison, my oid school fellows, most of them, have forgotten me. 
Nobody knows me but the old brick buildings, which never change. My 
children are about grown, my hair is graY,ing. I couldn't pitch a ball worth 
a cent. I can't even run the third conjugation through without peeping into 
the book and Mr. Green wouldn't allow that. But I wish I could see the 
old mast~r and the remnant of the old boys together again . I think the low-
browed red school-house would know me. I would like one game of good 
old-fashioned" town ball" with the boys. Greet them all for me. I wish I 
had time, 'but I am the public's humble servant now·a-day. I don' t think 
my brother George can g~t away either. He is literary editor of the New 
York E-vmi1zO' Post. VVlth love to the master and school fellows, and assur-
ance of regard for y:>urself, Sincerely you.rs, EDWARD EGG LESTON. 
The forthcoming catalogue of the State Umversity gives the following facts : 
Numiter of students in attendance during the current year: College-Seniors, 
18: juniors, 19; sophomores, 26; freshmen, 36; irregular, 38; total in col-
lege, 1.37. Preparatory Department-Se\liors, 67; juniors, 82; total, 149. 
Law Department-Seniors, 21; juniors, 20; total,41. \'Vhole number; 327. 
Increase over number in same departments last year, 17. States represented 
in college and preparatory department, 12. Number ,of counties represented 
by Indiana sludents, 54.--E. H. Butler, for the past two years of Attica, 
has been elected superintendent of the Winchester schools.--Greencastle, 
the seat of Asbury University, is bu!lding a $25,000 school-house, to be com-
pleted by September next.--Prcsldent Jones, of the state normal, writes: 
" Our term opened 28th ult.. 240 names enrolled. Best class of students we 
ever had. Never opened with prospect of better results." 
Iowa." 
IOWA SCHOOL REPORT FOR MARCH, 18n. 
PRINCIPAL 
OR 
SUPT. 
--------- ----------------------
Davenport, 
Clinton, 
Oskaloosa, 
Iowa City, 
Marshalltown, 
Albia, 
Avoca, 
Walcott, 
204139327430833619 513 
201550144613701509 78 
20 966 ,920 867 1029 '497 
I 936 798 758 706 234 
?48 773 727 • 79 
20 461 423 397 675 60 
20 208 179 158 420 208 
20 105 _ 93 89 72 15 
Illinois. 
99.6 94 P. W. Sudlow. 
94 H. Sabin. 
321 97 93 H. H. Seerly.' 
344 96 99·3 A. A. Guthrie. 
310 C. P. Rogers. 
151 99·4 93.6 C. B. Jack. 
35 89 W. M. Colby. 
49 99.6 96 ~. G. Haupt. 
rihe Illinois exchanges should be sent to the editorol this department.] 
PiOF. YOUMANS, in the May number of the Popular Science MOIZthly, attacks Pleasanton's ,blue-glas~ house with a sledge hammer. We are 
sorry; we are pained; we ~re disconsolate. Why coul~n't the Professor have 
waited until the back counties were heard from before hiS pronuciamento con-
signed tlie azure pane to the realms of " ghastly ntbbish"? When a discour-
aged school ma'am writes us for some new recipe to tryon the " worst boy" 
before ,she consigns him to the tender mercies of the street, we shall be as 
speechless as the Sphinx. If the May P. S. M. hadn't blighted us we should 
have suggested blue glass; but now we can only express the hope that the 
pain .Solomon considered so effective may not be entirely arniss.-,-~he Mc 
Lean County Institute will be held in Augnst, in Bloomington, and Will con-
tinue three weeks. Dr. Marsh of Bloomington, Gastman of Decatur, Carter 
of Normal, and Jess of Leroy, will assist Superintendent Smith.--~he 
Bloomington schools employ women only, and fifty-five of them. T~e pnn-
cipal of the high school receives $90 a month, and the ward· school prmclpals 
$75. The average daily attendance lallt year was 2,261. The tuition p~f' capita 
expense of high school, based on average attendance, was $18.14. :rhe ptr 
capita expense of all pupils, including high school, and not including mterest, 
was $16.08 ; while for tuition alone it was $12.13.--The last Knox County 
Institute was, held at Yates City. W. L. Steele discussed "Frequency of 
Recitation"; Chas. L. Howard, .. History"; Mr. French, .. Base Lines and 
Meridians " ; Miss Somers, .. Dull Scholars"; and Mr. Bird, .. School Gov-
ernment." Mr. Gowdy discussed the last paper at some length.--Brother 
Crary, of Whi~eside, will hold his summer institute at Sterling. The lively 
Jonathan P. Will be on hand th,~ first week, and Miss Bush of Chicago will 
give instrllction in drawing during the second week.--A bill has been or-
clered to a third reading in Ihe state senate directinO' the conversion of the 
Illinois Museum of Natural History at Normal into" a .. State Laboratory 01 
Natural History," an important part of whose functions is stated to be the 
'supply to the state eclucationallllstitutions of the bioloO'ical material needed 
for their work, ancl the collection, determmation, and preparation of a set of 
specimens illustrating the botany and zoology of the state, for exhibition in the 
State House at Springfield in connection with the display of the geological 
specimens obtained by the state survey. If this bill becomes a law, the muse-
um at Normal will be reorganized with a view to making it a complete refer-
ence collection for the use of IllinOIS naturalists and other students of the 
natural history of the state, backed by a sufficient library aud supplied with all 
the appliances for field and laboratory work and study.--We learn from 
The .Brimfield Gazelle that the schools of that place are fiouri~hing finely 
under the charge of H. N. Halleck. The paper pays a glowing trii5ute to the 
work of Miss Lois Dyer and Miss Ella Hall, the principals of the primary and 
intermediate departments. Some twelve years since, the writer hereof made 
his maiden effort at teaching" the young idea" in this same Brimfield. It is 
some consolation to lea.rn that the schools survived his wandering efforts. And 
now Brimfield has a railroad and is going to have a new school house. Vivo! 
Brimfield.--The Decatur schools employed, last year, about thirty teachers, 
had an average attendance of 1,364, and show the follO\ving significant statistic;: 
Cost per pupil on average number belonging, for tUition alone in-
cluding High School - - - - - - - -' - ~11 96 
Cost per pupil on average daily a ttendance, for tuition alone, including 
High School - - - - - - - - - - 12 7' 
Cost per pupil on average number belonging, for a ll expenses except 
interest, including High School - - - - - - - '5 33 
Cost per pupil on average daily atlendan~c for all expenses, except 
interest, including High School - - - - - - ,6 30 
Cost per pupil on average number belonging, for all expenscs, including 
High :;chool - - - - - - - - - - '7 75 
Cost per,pupil 011 aver,age daily attendance, for all expenses, including 
High School - - - - - - - - - - ,8 87 
D ecrease of debt dunng the year - - - , 4,967 96 
Decrease of debt during the past two years 9,9 74 6, 
Decrease of debt during the past three years '4,939 7t 
Decrease of debt during the past four years 21,"3 .6 
Decrease of debt during the past five years 30,045 08 
Total bonded debt at present _ _ _ 30,000 00 
Orders on treasurer outstanding and unpaid 7S 79 
Floating debt, - - NONE. 
The following characteristic ;lrticle appears in a recent number of the Fort 
Smith (Ark.) Herald :- H To the-Citis:ms oj' Fort Smith: We desire every 
parent of a pupil in the schools; every tax-payer and his wife; every friend 
to the schools (I believe the last named company includes every citizen in 
Fort Smith), to know that from this time to June 9th examination w.ill he in 
progress 5~ hours every day except Saturday and Sunday. The teacher;; and 
the Board of Education most earnestly request that the citizens visit the schools 
often. You cannot see all in one day. There will be no grand farce, mis-
called examination day, at the close of the schools. Come and see for your-
selves just what the teachers and pupils are doing. We shall be glad to wel-
come you at any time. Drop in whenever you have a half hour or a half ,lay 
at your disposal. Any member of the board, any teacher or myself will be 
glad to receive suggestions or criticisms upon the work done in the schools. 
Come soon, and if errors are pointed out, it is not too late to correct them. 
Your visits will encourage and stimulate both teachers and pupils. B. G. 
Roots, Supt." H Father" Roots is doing good work if the papers may be 
considered authority. He evidently has the hearty support of the people.--
A county normal institute will be held at Griggsville this summer, under the 
direction of R. M. Hitch, of Griggsville, and Allen Mason, of Barry. Prof. 
Hull, of the Southem Normal, will assist them.--Superin~endellt Lamb, of 
Woudford county, proposes to hold another teachers' drill this summer. It 
will be at El Paso.--The following is received from Henderson county: 
We held our ' county teachers' institute at Olena la<t week, 19th and 20th. 
President E. C. Hewett, of the State Normal, was with us and fullilled his 
part of the programme, which was listened to by a goodly number of teachers 
and many patrons. All were deeply interested and highly entertained with 
the President's instructions, and will doubtless ca,rry impressions with them to 
their respective fields of labor which will greatly benefit our schools. We 
claim for our county an increasing interest in the public school, a healthy tone 
of public sentiment, y'et far from the true standard. The programme was 
thoroughly worked by those to whom work was assigned, with one or two 
slight exceptions. A club of fifteen subscribers for THE EDUCATIONAL 
WEEKLY was obtained. Respectfully, 
JAS. McARTHUR, County Supt. Schools. 
California. 
TH E INSTITUTES.- The Educational Diocese of California is unfortu-nately large in territory, considering the present population the im-
portance of school supervision, and of maintaining the rural scho~ls in the 
utmost efficiency. The State Superintendent being in favor of gradually en-
larging.the scope of the teachers' in.stitutes in each county, and employing all 
th~ :,-vallab!e l?eal talent together With experie'1ced normal teachers, in main. 
tammg an mshtute of from one t~ four weeks d\lration in every county having 
'. 
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the requisite number of schools, finds the year scarcely ~on~ enough . fo~ his 
migrations from San Diego in winter to the summer lI1shtute at Sls~lyol~. 
The time necessarily consumed in travel between these remote POll1tS IS 
greater than is required on a journey from Maine to Florida. Fro.m th~ per· 
I'rll(al snows of Shasta to the perpetual summer of Southern Cahfornm, all . 
along the scallered line of country school·houses he finds the transplanted 
eastern teacher undergoing a process of adaptation to the educational wants 
of a mixed and molJile New America. The spring institutes are held with 
regard to the convenience of teachers' travel , and of .the ~onnal scJ~ o?1 pr?-
fessors and the State Superintendent or Deputy who II1vanahly partiCipate 111 
them. President Allen, thl! much respected head of the California State Nor-
mal School, is ably seconded by Prof. H. B. Norton, a natural-born teacher 
of teachers and loving student of nature. Their four months' vacation per-
mits a liberal sprinkling of rambles with rod and gun from point to point 
where the institutes are held. Their road from Ukiah, Mendocino county, 
among the great Redwoods of the Coast Range, curves round among the 
wildest spurs of the Sierra Nevada nearly to the O~egon line ; thence down 
through mining districts, the" big trees" of Calaveras, through twenty of 
our fifty-two counties. The teachers are faithful in attendance, though many uf 
them ride to the institutes on horseback, a distance of fifty miles! Each 
county pays $100 towards the expenses (and as much more as they choose) ; 
the pay of teachers goes on during attendance. There 11luSt be an annual in -
stitute lasting from three to five days in every county containing twenty scho.,1 
districts, and there may be more than one, or one of longer duration when 
the demnnd is greater. The Santa Cruz and Napa county institutes have 
just closed, and have been conducted with unusual spirit. Twelve more, in 
ihe northern counlles, will be held during the months of April and May, of 
w:!ich notes will be sent to the WEEKLY. 
Michigan. 
THE Board of Regents of the University held a sp'ecial meeting Mar first. Legislattwe and Laboratory "·ouble. Prof. Langl ey bas secured tor the 
department of chemistry and physics one of the most powerful machines for 
producing the electric light that is to be found in the country. Two of the 
seniors appointed to take part in the literary exercises 01 commencement day, 
Miss Mary p. Marston and Mr. Geo. C. Comstock, have dedined the honor. 
A committee of the senior class has issued letters to the clergy of the state, we 
are are told, asking their opinion about the propriety of the Regents granti~g 
the class the use of University Hall for a commencement" hop." They claim 
that they are unable to entertain their friends at commencement time unless 
they datzce them.--The Legislature ·of this state does not seem to be very 
successful in its edu'calional law-making. It has passed, or will likely pass , 
the appropriations for current expenses of the schools about as they have been 
asked by the several boards; but very little of general legislation upon educa-
tional matters is likely to be made. Prof. Tarbell's bill to provide fur the 
better support of teachers' institutes, at this writing, seems most likely to pass 
without being so modified as to lose its identity. As reported by the .Com-
mittee on Ec\ucatlon, it provides that all officers who examine and license 
teachers shall collect a fee of one dollar of each male, and fifty cents of each 
female who is licensed. These fees go into the county treasury and constitute 
a county institute fund. The State Superintendent of Public Instruction is 
required to hold, by himself or by some one appointed by him, an in'shtute 
each . year in every county having one thousand children within the school 
ages. In smaller counties the holding of the institute is optional with the 
Superintendent, unless requested by fiftee.n teachers of the county; or if there 
are not fifteen teachers in a county, the institute may be called by a sufficient 
number of teachers of adjoining counties. All registered attendants upon the 
exercises of an institute must pay a fee of fifty cents, provided they have not 
within the year paid the examination fee before mentioned. In case this 
C!mnty}und is not sufficient to support the annual institute the Superintendent 
can draw from the state treasury sixty dollars for each institute provided he 
does not draw in any year for this purpose more than eighteen hundred dol-
lars. The Superintendent is also authorized to hold, each year, one Central 
State Institute, at a cost to the State not exceeding four hundred dollars. If 
this bill becomes a law it will be of immense advantage to our schools. All 
attempL~ have failed to make any improvement or even change in our almost 
worthless system of township superviSIOn. Both district and county systems 
of supervision have had able and earnest advocates in the Legislature, but their 
efforts have been in vain. Mr. S. JOhnson, of Cass county, presented an ex-
cellent bill for a county system of supervision, but it was merctlesgly slaugh-
tered. The bill, prepared by the Superintendent in conjunction with a com-
mittee of the State Teachers' Association, and providing for a district plan, 
met with a similar fate. 
Minnesota. 
THE plans for a high school building in Minneapolis have been completed, and the contracts awarded. It is designed to have the structure enclosed, and 
the first floor ready for the reception of pupils by the first day of September. 
--Superintendent Burt has issued a circular letter in reference to the new 
contract for furnishing text-books, in which letter the following statement is 
made: "The spirit and design of section 4 of the text-book law \\lilI be met, 
if clerks and county 'superintendents of schools make their requisitions for 
books wanted, when the commission shall have announced the authors and 
publishers of the books that tl~e contractor is to furnish."--Su~er.intendent 
EOl'rie, of Stillwater, the PreSident of the State Teachers' Assocla.tlOn, mu~t 
he anxious about this time in getting the pins set for the next meetl.ng of t~IS 
body. We venture the prediction that it will be found much easier to ~IS­
cover holes than to secure the pins which will fit them. The themes which 
del;,and discussion at this hour are numerous and pressing. The question is, 
who will give us something fresh-somethin.g .s~lited to our need.s? ~etthose 
who are called on to shoulder any responsibility connected With thiS forth -
coming convention respond cheerfully, and let us be dderlllilud to have an 
educational revival. 
Chicago Notes. 
Prof. JAMES HANNAN, Chicago. 
AT the Ia.~t institute of the grammar grade teachers, Superintendent Pick-ard advised that, in view of present complications in ~urope, and the 
probable frequent reference to the m.atter directly and otherw.'se III accounts 
from the seat of w'tr, some conversatIOnal lessons should be gIVen on the met-
ric system. M r. Pickard thought that attention should be called to at least 
three units of the system-the metre, the litre, and the gramme-that the de-
rivation of each, so to speak, from the metre should be explained; that the 
four Greek prefixes-deka, hecto, kilo, and myria,-with their signification 
and peculiar use indicating multiples should be taught; that three Latin pre-
fixes-deci, centi, and milli-with their peculiar use as sub-multiples, shoul(l 
also be similarly taught. If, in addition to thjs, the peculiarities of a~bre­
viation, and a few of the equivalents of the metric terms in distance, wlil~ht, 
etc., were noticed, such terms occurring in accounts of battles and campaigns 
could he readily transJated.--His friends will regret to learn that Mr. 
Merriman, principal of the Hayes School, and the senior principal of t~e 
city, has become seriously embarrassed, financially. His supposed success III 
worldly affairs has long caused him to be regarded, and furtively pointed out 
as a standing proof ancf a living monument of the falsity of tbe popular no-
tion tha~ it is imposible for a schoolmaster to be anything else than a poor 
man. His eligibly situated and handsome city property, and his interesting 
and valuable fruit farm in Michigan were such possessions as are never asso-
ciated with the average schoolmaster, whether historical or actual. Mr. Mer-
riman's embarrassment is the result of an attempt on his part to improve his 
property to an extent that his present income would not warrant, 
and may, to a considerable extent, be attributed to the severe 
and unexpected reduction of salaries to which all Chicago teachers have been 
subjected. Mr. Merriman is a victim to his excessivcc faith in Chicago. He 
is entitled to, alTd, with his excellent wife and family, will receive the sym-
pathy which a veteran, faithful, and successful teacher deserves !n a misfor-
tune which is only pecuniary.--The Chic~go Board of Educalion has fixed 
the price of school books for the ensuing year by the unanimous adoption of 
a resolution to the effect that only sixty-five per cent of last year's published 
retai I prices shall be paid. 
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Publishers' Notes. 
ALL leiters relating to adv~rtising or subscription should be addressed to s. R. Winchell & Co., 170 Clark Street, Chicago. Leiters designed 
for the individual editors should be addressed to them as their names are pub-
lished it! the WEEKLY. 
JOHNSON'S CYCLOI'JEDIA. 
This work continues to gain in popular favor, and is now the standard 
wherever known. The following are only a sample of the opinions of scholars 
concerning it. 
William H. Wells, formerly Superintendent of Chicago Schools, says : 
" I have made a pretty careful examination of a large number of articles in 
'Johnson's Universal CycJopredia,' and find everywhere the marks of the most 
careful research and remarkable fulness and completeness of information in 
the smallest compass of language. There is not a family of any cultivation 
in the land that would not find it a valuable treasure-house." 
Duane Doty, Assistant Superintendent of Chicago Schools, says: 
.. I am astol1lshed at the amount and value of the information contained in 
the first two volumes of 'johnson's New Universal Cyclopredia.' Nothing in 
the shape of a cyclopredia satisfies me so well as this." 
Hon. S. H. McCrea says: 
.. I regard Johnson's CycJopredia as the most compendious and complete 
work of the kind ever printed; and although I had the American and Zell's 
complete, after a careful examination I bought Johnson's, believing it is worth 
more than both of the above." 
The introduction of such a work as this into a cemmunity is a great public 
good; thercfore we are glad to learn that this is having a great sale wherever 
introduced, as is evidenced by the following facts: In Beloit, Wis .• 120 sets 
have been ordered; in Whiteside county, Ill., over 500 sets; in Campton, 
111., population 957, 35 sets; in three towns, which have altogether less than 
3,500 population, 73 sets; one man has"Sold 49 sets in four weeks in a town 
having less than 2,200 population. The sale of this work offers a useful, 
pleasant, and profitable employment to teachers, clergymen, and intelligent 
business men of good character. Mr. C. G. G. Paine, whose address is post 
office box 235, is the Chicago agent. 
